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Bio / Credentials

Global Product Manager for multinationals

 Interned at the BBC in the UK

Produced 20 award winning cable TV shows

Visited 34 countries in Australasia, Europe, 
the Far East, and South America

Photographic Safari in South Africa 
– over 3200 photos taken

 Food photography featured on web and in 
national magazines for over five years, Food 
& Wine Magazine wrap

Creates pristine commercial product images 

Event photographer - NE Parkinson’s Ride; 
Chamber of Commerce

Creates portraits, executive headshots
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Why this seminar on video interviews?

 Many people are worried or scared at the thought of these 
high tech interviews. Some people even refuse them!

 Lot of discussions now on Video Interviews – online & in person 

 Video interviews are very popular with employers because of:
 Higher efficiency
 Reduced hiring cycle time
 More flexibility and easier scheduling
 Reduced costs

 One software vendor conducted 2.5 million interviews in 2016! 

 2010 Survey: Six in 10 Companies Conduct Video Job Interviews

 Scary part - 90% of these interviews – you’re talking to a 
machine not a human

 Artificial Intelligence now used to judge candidates
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What We’ll Cover

 Why you should prepare well for your video interview 

 What you need to have – laptop, webcam, etc. 

 How to prevent technical issues

 How to prepare yourself for the interview

 How to present yourself during the interview

 How to conduct a regular  video interview (Skype with a human)

 How to manage a one-way video interview (with a machine)
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We could call this session...

Graphic from Lemonly.com/work/how-not-to-look-ugly-on-a-webcam-tips-infographic/
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The Importance of Looking Your Best

Your visual image on a video (or webcam) interview is the first thing people 
judge you on – before you speak! This could be the difference between 
winning or losing a new opportunity.

For a professional appearance, it's essential to appear businesslike. An untidy look, 
bad sound, bad picture or no preparation will hinder you. Don't think the 
interviewer will cut you slack. 

It sends a bad subliminal message.

To be seen as professional candidate, a few things have to be right:

  -  Communication free from technical issues

  -  Look suitable for the job role

  -  Present yourself as confident and knowledgeable 

This talk will help you to know what to do to make your best impression on 
your video interview.
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First Impressions Matter

First impressions count! You have 2 seconds  to impress the employer.  

What’s the minimum needed for a video interview?
  -  You must be clearly identifiable in the picture
  -  The picture and sound must be free of technical issues
  -  Fixed camera position

Sounds easy enough?  Let’s see some first impressions...

What the Hiring Manager wants
  -  Someone who could fit into their organization
  -  Someone who is professional enough to take care of their public image 
     (and therefore take care of their work)
  -  Someone who has researched and prepared well
  -  Someone who would be a good employee
  -  Able to work with new technologies
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Would you trust this man to 
operate on you?

Which type of  jobs could 
this man do?
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First Impressions Matter

As a Hiring Manager what is your first impression?
Are they Businesslike?  Approachable?  Welcoming?  

Cooperative?  Energetic?  Interested?
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Let’s Go From Bad to Good!

From this 

Organized, calm, well lit, good picture and 
sound. Well prepared with reference 
materials at your fingertips

Disorganized, stressed, bad 
lighting, bad camera angle, poor 
sound. Kids in the car and noisy 
trains passing by!

To this

Photographer: Marko Pekic/Getty Images/iStockphoto
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Looking good on webcam - Camera

Tablets, laptops and phones can have basic 
cameras.  External USB web cameras – 
as shown - give better picture quality 
and handle a wider range of lighting 
conditions. 
 
Camera angles are important
 Can give a distorted view of your face

 Being too close to your face is not good

 Employers don’t want to be looking up 
your nose

 Not good for you if employers are 
physically looking down on you. You 
look small and may have selfie distortion

 Happy medium is for the camera to be 
level with your eyes

Logitech Webcam $20-50
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Camera angles can distort your faceCamera angles can distort your face
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If you use a cell phone 

Arkon iPhone Tripod 
 Tripod with bendable 11 inch legs   
 Also includes cell phone mount
 Holds phone in portrait or landscape
 Very adjustable
 Top rated
 2 year limited warranty
Price is $19.50 at Amazon (1/2019) 
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The background mattersThe background matters

Be careful of the background
 Clutter in the background is distracting
 Make sure nothing is ‘growing’ out of your head. 
 Try not to blend into the background
 A simple background is best (not a window)

 Folding room divider / screen
 White or gray sheet, drapes
 Uncluttered wall
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Lighting & Webcam Setup

From https://biginterview.com/blog/2014/11/video-interview.html

or table lamps 
with shades
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Two Lights Are Best 

The lights must be: 

Equal power

Equal distance from you

Equal height – a few inches above your eyes

Same type of light
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Lighting Setup Example

From wistia
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Sounding good – Listen to the room!

 Reduce extraneous noises 
– children, TV, phone calls, phone ringers, 

spouse, kitchen appliances, laundry, pets
– traffic, birds, lawn tractors, chainsaws

 Keep doors and windows closed 

 Ask family and very close neighbors to be quiet. 
Beware of the garage door opener!

 Use a quiet room without noisy fans, a/c, 
clocks, etc

 Room tone – reflective hard surfaces give an 
echoey bathroom-like ambiance

 Avoid tiny rooms as boomy sound possible

 Rooms with drapes and carpeting work well
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Sounding good - Microphone

Audio-Technica AT2020USB 
Cardioid Condenser USB Microphone 

Make it easy for employer to hear you 
 The tone of your voice is extremely important in 

persuasion
 Need clear sound from a good microphone. 

Test the PC/tablet’s on-board mic 
 Some external webcams [Logitech] have good 

built in microphones

 External microphones (USB) are better than 
built in microphones.  Search Amazon for ‘USB 
condenser microphone‘ $30+

 Position the microphone within 3 feet of you, but 
not in the picture

 Use a table microphone stand. If you’re a table 
(or keyboard) thumper consider using a floor 
mounted microphone stand
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If you use a smartphone or tablet

Boya BY-M1 microphone 
 Omni-directional condenser microphone
 1 year warranty
 Clip-on mic for smartphones, cameras
 Low handling noise
 20' audio cable
 Price is $19.95 at Amazon (1/2019)
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Checking your computer

Credit - Lemonly.com/work/how-not-to-look-ugly-on-a-webcam-tips-infographic/

Pause
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Setup checklist for the interview

 Lined note pad and working pens
 Calendar within reach
 Have LI profile photo of interviewer 

- Humanize the experience
   - Talk to the face
 Dress as if for an in-person interview
 Make sure no bright lights behind you
 Double check for an uncluttered  

background – no laundry!
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Setup checklist for the interview

 Raise the laptop off the table, 
certainly not on your lap! 

 Check camera is level and has not 
moved from the correct angle

 Stand/tape your resume next to the 
screen – no need to look down

 Have the job description printed
 Print your key talking points in 

large print – upright next to screen
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Useful Research

Essential Preparation

How to present yourself 
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Fix any technical issuesFix any technical issues

Too bright

Not focused

Too dark

Bright background 
confuses the camera
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Definitely not like this!

“Hey baby!”

NO !
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Be careful

Remember

Avoid blending into the 
background

Avoid bright white or 
striped shirts

Have good eye contact 
and engagement
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Try for this

See

Overall color and tone

Good separation from 
background

Good shirt and jacket

Good eye contact and 
engagement
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It’s Show Time!

You may be watching yourself
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AI tells companies whether you’re worth hiring!

AI software compares and ranks a 
candidate’s word choice, tone, and 
facial movements with the body 
language and vocabularies of their best 
hires. 

The algorithm is only as objective as 
the human minds that guide it. 

Source: article By Monica Torres, Aug 25, 2017
 https:/www.theladders.com/p/26101/ai-screen-candidates-hirevue

“If the employer’s ideal candidate is already biased against certain characteristics, 
HireVue’s platform would only embed these biases further, potentially making 
discriminatory practices a part of the process.”

“Human recruiters would need to recognize their own personal biases before they could stop 
feeding them into HireVue. It’s one more reminder that behind each robot lies a human who 
engineered it.”

==> Diversity could suffer
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‘‘AllyOAllyO’ is a screening AI text-bot’ is a screening AI text-bot
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Vera watches you react to situational 
(customer confrontation) scenarios. Many 
candidates don't know that your responses 
are being analyzed by AI not a human.

Vera analyzes your tone of voice, micro 
expressions (facial analysis) and 
vocabulary used. 

Your performance is compared to others 
producing an "AI Score" - 37% in the 
example on the video.

There are worries about bias/discrimination
"applicants can be eliminated by having 
the wrong facial expressions"

Source:
https://www.wsj.com/video/series/moving-upstream/
Artificial-intelligence-the-robots-are-now-hiring-moving-upstream/
2790C6B9-4E47-4544-9331-36DB418366CF?

Hire-view’s talking robot head 

How new data-science tools are determining who gets hiredHow new data-science tools are determining who gets hired

"Hello my name is Vera 
and I'm a robot"
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Understanding the new game

 Convenient for employer, money saving, time saving 
 AI selects candidates for interviews
 Organizations can look at more people
 Standardized questions for all applicants
 Typically done through a web browser or an app 
 No person at the other end

 You’re given a question and time to think (15-30 secs)
 You record an answer (1-2 mins) and submit it to the 

hiring manager for review at their convenience.
 Viewing yourself on the screen with countdown clock
 9 or 10 questions spread over about 30 mins.
 Last question is often on your salary expectation
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How people feel about the experience

"Very awkward and uncomfortable"

"It truly is just a video of you and that timer counting down"

"You just see yourself and a stopwatch ticking down" 

"My answers often got cut off by the timer"

“This is not as personal as Skype”

"I'm not a YouTube star - It's such a weird experience talking 
to a camera. It honestly was pretty horrible."

“It's awkward at best. ...you're forced to stare at your big, 
nervous face as you wax on about why you want to work at the 
company. 

It feels more like performing for an invisible audience than 
having a conversation, because that's what it is. Not used to 
being on camera”

"We all assume you're going to be 
uncomfortable. We're putting you in 
an uncomfortable position" 
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Preparation for best results on Digital Interviews

 Recruiters and AI do evaluate people on their 
communication abilities and eye contact

 Do your research and be knowledgeable 
 Practice answering standard tough questions in front 

of a mirror with a stopwatch 
 Practice leaving yourself phone messages

 If you um or err a lot, catch yourself and make it into a 
pause which appears as thoughtful

 Have someone sit behind the computer (or a photo) so 
you are talking to a person. Just look at the camera to 
make sure that your eyes face the right way

 The best advice is to just relax
 Practice, practice, practice
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Interview4 Digital Interview Screen

‘Save and Next’ button is live 
after first 5 seconds of recording

Timer bar in %

Help
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Jobvite Digital Interview Screen

15 seconds to think
Answer recording time is 1 minute
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Summary of what to doSummary of what to do

Make sure your face is fully visible – centered and 
large enough

Free from technical issues – well lit, non-distorted, 
in focus, good sound. Check everything!

Work related clothing – look your best 

It’s about what you can do for the employer –  
match their needs, be confident how you can help them

Research and prepare well

Eye contact and smile

Simple background – Not too bright or distracting 

Positive, happy, welcoming expression and 
attitude

Practice, Practice, Practice 
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Get ready today for your video interview

Select a pair of similar table lights

Check your device’s camera. Get a 
good webcam if needed

How’s your microphone? Choose 
and buy a new one

Become familiar with apps - Skype, 
Hangouts, FaceTime, Zoom

Practice speaking your answers to 
a camera or mirror 

All rights reserved (c) 2019 Ken Williams.
Do not distribute without written permission.

WWW.KenWPhoto.com
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Companies are analyzing your ‘personality’ Companies are analyzing your ‘personality’ 
from your online footprintsfrom your online footprints

This AI analyzes your social media Twitter, This AI analyzes your social media Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram etc Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram etc 

It promises to find, and report, on people’s It promises to find, and report, on people’s 
""underlying personality traitsunderlying personality traits""Source: https://frrole.ai/deepsense
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Frrole.ai’s ‘DeepSense’ 
Personality reports from your online footprints

Source: https://frrole.ai/deepsense
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Thanks for your attention!Thanks for your attention!


